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About This Game

Welcome children, to a wonderful, magical, yet grizzly story that old Nicholas never wanted you to know.

After the story is said and done. Your own story will begin.
That's if you can survive the frosty nights that await you:

•The snowman is not so cute and friendly looking when he's hungry.
•Watch the ways into your room carefully for any unexpected 'guests'.

•Be sure to keep the door closed… although getting out of bed may be dangerous.
•There are many bangs, bumps, and distractions seen in the corner of your eye. Are they a real danger, or safe to ignore?

•Prepare yourself, you need something to see in the dark, and something more to defend yourself.
•Survive until the warm sun ruses.

Frosty Nights is a First Person / Point and Click hybrid horror game that focuses on atmosphere and suspense.
The first couple of nights are slow, but the later nights will give you little time to think of your next move.
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Nice concept although very unpolished, for example there are a lot of grammar errors in the descriptions.. One day I said to
myself, "I wonder if there's a VR model train game?" Did a quick Google search and came across this awesome treasure, and it's
everything you expect in a VR model train game. There are still a couple of bugs and some room for improvement, but this
game is at a great place right now and can only get better. While there is not a fleshed out tutorial at this time, once you read the
quick start guide in the forums, the controls are pretty intuitive. There is a solid foundation in the game physics, though I believe
it could use some minor tweaking. The dev seems pretty active in continually pushing out improvements and bug fixes. In my
first single day of owning the full version, I've already sunk around 5 hours into this game, and I won't be slowing down any
time soon.. they don't update on a weekly base so the development of this game isn't too well there if any at all but they might
come back and make this a game right now there isn't much of a game.. This is an awesome little game and I wholeheartedly
recommend it.. Hi guys, can someone help me get this to show in my game please as its not shwoing. I've reinstalled it and its
not working at all. Any help would be really appreiciatted!! TIA
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Great Game nice idea but more content will be great. I liked this game, but don't expect a lot of gameplay (10-45 min will take
you through all the stuff in the game, which I realised I did in my "First impression"-video...). Exactly what is written on the tin.
The Next series is a spiritual cousin to the likes of ZUP, OIK, and QOP and has a short but relaxing musical track, light physics
puzzles and is rife with achivements. Next 3, and its siblings, makes for a nice diversion, with some simple but enjoyable
gameplay and superior achivement farming (whilst still actually having a viable game to play).

Replay value is limited, though several puzzles do have multiple solutions (intentioned or not). However, I did find the puzzles
in this iteration to be, in general, simpler than others in the series and slightly simpler than those contained in ZUP and similar
contemporaries. That said, there are different dynamics\/effects not present in other titles and so makes for an enjoyable initial
play through.

Definately recommened for fans of this genera and achivement hunters--especially if on sale or as part of a bundle.. Fun card-
based tactic game with light exploration and RPG elements. The opening sequence of the game felt rushed and the tutorial
doesn't teach anything useful, but the game isn't too difficult to pick up and talking to NPCs before fighting them yield useful
newbie tips. The cards and synergy feel well-designed and fun to combo together.. A great expansion to a great game.

Tons of quality of life improvements. They also released a patch for the vanilla game that improves graphics and the UI.

Blind Mind Studios is woefully underrated developer and I can only hope this expansion is succesful enough to allow them to
continue game developement. I really do want to see more. I paid 10 cents on sale for 30 minutes of fun, nostalgia plus all
achievements. No complaints.
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